The walks: North West England

Amazing views from one
of the stony tracks.
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Wonderful walks from dog-friendly campsites
the site offer intriguing glimpses of. There is no uniformity of size or arrangement, and,
despite being quite a large site with 90 pitches, there is a feeling of privacy and tranquillity.
Bluebells in the spring and rhododendrons in early summer ensure a profusion of colour
throughout the site, and the amenities block is of the usual high standard routinely
expected of club sites.
This is wild camping with mod cons, thanks to Mr Herbert Visick, who bought the land
to enjoy the solitude, peace and relaxation of nature. He allowed some of his friends to
also use the site, and, because they belonged to the Camping Club (the fledging Camping
and Caravanning Club), he bequeathed the land to the club in 1947. In the intervening
years the club has gradually developed the site, endeavouring to maintain it as he would
have liked.
Pearls

of wisdom

This is a really exciting place because of the intricate network of paths that go this way and
that through the trees and bushes, though it was a bit difficult for me to know the difference
between communal paths
and pitches. However, if I
wagged my tail frantically
and allowed people
to make a fuss of me,
accidental intrusions were
forgiven.
With so many
paths leading off into the
surrounding woods and
countryside, I didn’t need
a dog exercise area,
although I did miss playing
with my frisbee. Also, my
owner was unsure when
to allow me to explore
off-lead. Most of the walks
were along wide tracks –
even those between fields
Pitches are haphazardly dotted about among the trees and – but I had to be careful as
bushes.
some of the fences were
electrified. Surprisingly,
some of the sheep were actually curious about what I was doing, although the horses were
totally indifferent – what a lot of them there were!
I really enjoyed myself as there were so very many places to explore.

Short walk – treeS, treeS, and yet more treeS!
(I could not find an Explorer Map of this area so I ordered a custom-made one with
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Graffham Campsite in the middle, for the price of two pre-published maps)
Distance: 6ml (9.6km)
Duration: 3.5hr
Terrain: Tracks, fields, footpaths, roads, stiles and gates ... muddy in places. This is rather
long for a ‘short’ walk, but there are several easy stretches – and a delightful pub to stop at
for refreshments)

Route of the ‘Trees, trees,
and yet more trees!’ walk in
West Sussex

Section 1: 1.5ml (2.4km)
Exit campsite from toilet block
Descend wooden steps with toilet block behind signposted ‘Wright Way’
Bear right across pitch to narrow path in undergrowth and continue along path to
T junction
Turn left and follow path to signpost (campsite visible through trees on left), and
through gate on right
Continue straight ahead, crossing wooden planks
Turn left at first junction (signposted); follow this straight path to fence by road
Turn right and follow path beside fence, and through gate on right out to road
Cross road into car park
Bear right across car park onto path with notice ‘Circular Woodland Walk: 20
minutes’
Turn left at junction
Continue on path between trees and through zig-zag wooden fence

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Continue straight ahead, and follow path through trees beside river
Through gate on left
Turn right and out into the field
Straight ahead across field, keeping near river on left, onto lane beside river with
campsite on opposite bank
At road turn left
Cross bridge and turn left again into campsite

Long waLk – across Exmoor
Distance: 9ml (14.4km)
Duration: 5hr
Terrain: Mostly clearly defined wide tracks across moorland. Some quiet roads, fields,
gates and stiles. A few short steep hills
Route of the ‘Across Exmoor
walk in Somerset

Section 1: 1.5ml (2.4km)
Leave campsite via reception
Cross humpback bridge and continue along road uphill (Weeks Lane)
Turn right at the gate AFTER a signposted footpath to Edbrooke Hill Gate
Walk along edge of field, keeping fence on the right (the slurry patch at the gate
entrance requires careful negotiation)
Continue across field, bearing right towards wooden gate and fence

•
•
•
•
•

Section 2: 1ml (1.6km)
Turn left after gate along footpath signposted ‘Tarr Steps Clapper Bridge’ keeping
close to fence now on left
On left is a wooden gate: go through onto stony track
Turn right and continue along track around a left-hand bend.
Continue straight ahead onto grass footpath, still keeping close to hedge/wall on left
A gap in the wall is boarded up by a wooden fence. Just a few yards further on is a
wooden gate. Between these a footpath bears off to the right (the junction is not very
obvious). In a short while the path becomes obvious
Continue straight ahead towards the road (signposted)

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Continue along track signposted ‘Winsford Hill,’ passing footpath on left to Tarr Steps
Follow track around right-hand bend and left-hand bend (signposted ‘Higher Knaplock’)
Take right fork and continue along driveway-cum-track
Cross cattle grid after right-hand bend

Section 6: 0.5ml (0.8km)
Continue along track to road
Straight ahead along minor road to main road
Straight across at crossroads
Take footpath on right through bracken to Caratacus Stone where road bends left

•
•
•
•

Section 7: 1ml (1.6km)
With Caratacus Stone behind, take wide footpath straight ahead
Follow path as it bears round to the right, keeping close to hedge and fence on left
Continue along path when it becomes a stony track, still keeping close to fence on left
Turn left and through a gate
Turn immediately right

•
•
•
•
•

Section 8: 1ml (1.6km)
Through gate on right by a signpost
Turn left and cross field, keeping near fence on left
Pass two gates on left
Continue straight ahead to gate that leads to road
Turn left and follow road downhill to campsite

•
•
•
•
•

Campsite 2 – Burrowhayes Farm Caravan and Camping site
This campsite is also situated beside a stream, though on this occasion the notable feature
is the stone packhorse bridge over Horner Water at the campsite entrance. Footpaths run
right past the rear of the campsite over Exmoor, as well as to the dramatic headlands and
beaches. In addition, it is only a short walk to the delightful coastal village of Porlock.
There is a large, sloping field for tents, that gives the impression of spaciousness. The
touring pitches with electric hook-up, etc, are beside the stream and near the entrance
where it is flatter. Also here are the facilities blocks and reception, which also houses a
well-stocked shop selling a range of interesting goods, including maps of the area and
local walks. Phone signal is patchy but the wifi, which is free, is good, though only near
the reception block.
This is a delightful campsite with very good facilities, and so very many walking
routes direct from the campsite. However, what sets it apart from other sites are the onsite
riding stables that offer an opportunity of discovering Exmoor on horseback as well as on
foot.
Pearls

of wisdom

Although it was quite a long walk through the campsite to the gate into the woods, once we
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